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 However, if you want to customize what users see on the homepage, you can do that by setting “Home Page” under “Settings” >
“Site Builder”. Video gallery with all new “mute” feature We have a new, much requested feature and video gallery: “mute”.

Now, you can decide which videos you don’t want to see in the video gallery and which videos you can see. This works for each
post. So, for example, in a recent post, I set the display of all the videos to be “muted”, and in this post, I’ve set the display of my

video to be “visible”. If you’ve got the plugin, the gallery will be muted by default, and the video will be visible. You can also
control which videos to show by posting a comment. Plugin for the popular SEO Stats dashboard Everyone loves SEO Stats and
it’s our mission to bring the plugin to the masses. We’ve built a plugin for SEO Stats that you can download on the front page of
your site. This plugin shows all the stats you would expect in one place: SEO, traffic, time on page, page views, etc. It’s a way to

quickly check on your site’s performance and monitor your progress. More than 100 tools for webmasters We’ve added more
than 100 new features and tools to the site builder. From creating a new page to inserting a YouTube video and adding social
media buttons, there’s a lot that you can do with the site builder now. It’s really the perfect companion to WP-DB Crawler if

you’re doing SEO and want to track progress. So if you’re into web optimization and want to track your progress, you can now
set up multiple goals and track your performance over time. Accelerated speed of the homepage, post creation and page creation
We’ve optimized the page creation, the post creation, and the site creation to be much faster than before. Now, you’ll be able to
create a page, a post, a video, a plugin, or anything else in minutes instead of hours. 10,000 free theme previews We’ve loaded

all the themes on WP-DB Crawler into the site builder 82157476af
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